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Next Meeting Reminder, 

September 2011 Minutes & Notices 
South Cumbria  

Occupational Health 

& Safety Group 

Next Meeting 

Topic: Annual day seminar: Making Health & Safety Management Systems Work 
(Including HSG65, OHSAS 18001 & PAS99) 

Speakers HSE, RoSPA, BSI and industry 
Chairman: Mark Dawson, Principal Inspector of H & S, HSE Carlisle 
Date: 20 October 2011, 09.30 to 15.50  
Registration:  From 0845 to 09.30 
Venue The Netherwood Hotel, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11 6ET 
Booking:  By Monday 14

th
 October 2011.  

 Please address queries about seminar bookings to Geoff Price: 
geoffreyprice@orangehome.co.uk  

September Meeting Minutes 

Topic:  Employers legal responsibilities and employees rights and responsibilities 

Speakers: Andrew Woolfall and James Backhouse, Directors,  

 Backhouse Jones Solicitors,  Clitheroe, Lancashire BB7 9WD 
Time & Date:  1330, 15 September 2011 
Venue:  The Netherwood Hotel, Grange-over-Sands, Cumbria LA11 6ET 

 

The names of those attending our meetings are recorded, if you need proof of attendance please contact 

Geoff Price, Meeting Minutes Secretary (contact details in the programme) 

Our Chairman Martin Fishwick sent his apologies for absence due to his attendance at the Annual 
Police Conference therefore Geoff Price chaired the meeting. Geoff introduced our two speakers 
Andrew Woolfall and James Backhouse, from Backhouse Jones Solicitors of Clitheroe to speak on 
the topic: Employer’s legal responsibilities and employees’ rights and responsibilities. 

Geoff explained that James Backhouse is the seventh generation of a firm of solicitors whose 
lineage can be traced back to James’ great, great grandfather who first practised law in 1819. In 
1930, when the first road transport act was introduced, James’ grandfather decided to initiate the 
firm’s specialism in road transport law. Today (with his twin brother Jonathon), James practices 
regulatory law from Clitheroe. 

His associate, Andrew Woolfall, qualified as a solicitor in 1993 and has been specialising in 
transport law since 1995 during which time he has developed expertise in representing clients in 
the Magistrates and Crown Courts as well as being consulted during Public Inquiries. He has also 
been involved in cases before the High Court and the House of Lords. 

Andrew then opened his presentation by stating that employer’s and employees’ legal 
responsibilities was a massive (and possibly dry!) subject therefore he and James had decided to 
give an insight into some of the important issues through a series of case studies. He explained 
that James would cover civil law and he would cover criminal law. 

Andrew said that there was much more to an employer’s legal responsibilities than the duty of care 
imposed by the Health & Safety at Work Act 1974 and H & S regulations. There were other issues 
such as vehicle driver hours (Working Time Regulations), vehicle maintenance, and catering 
standards to name but a few. All these other regulations, although on the periphery of health and 
safety, had implications for the health and safety of employees.  
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He explained that elements of a health and safety management system clearly must include: an 
H & S policy statement, risk assessments and method statements, but it is also very important 
for employers to continually monitor and audit work activities; a key aspect of an employer’s legal 
responsibilities that is often overlooked. 

He reminded members that regulations used phrases such as ‘reasonably practicable’, and that 
safe systems of work and method statements should be considered in conjunction with advice in 
specific HSE and ‘expert’ guidance notes. However, ‘compliance’, on its own, is not necessarily 
going to achieve a safe outcome. There is ‘no one wisdom’ that guarantees a safe system of work, 
but, it is important to be able to demonstrate that the system adopted is ‘fit for purpose’. 

Government Agencies involved in the legal processes affecting employers are not just represented 
by the Health & Safety Executive, but also involve agencies such as the Police, Vehicle and 
Operating Standards Agency (VOSA), Training Standards, the Environment Agency, Local 
Authorities, and the Food Standards Agency etc… 

Andrew then handed over to James who began his part of the presentation with a road transport 
case study that illustrated the problems of untangling employer’s, employees, site owner’s and 
contractor’s legal responsibilities: 

James explained that an LGV driver, employed by a client, arrived at a customer’s premises to 
exchange trailers; a common scenario in the road haulage industry. The driver located a suitable 
parking position (on a slight incline), stopped the tractor unit, alighted from the cab, and climbed 
onto the cat walk (at the rear of the tractor unit cab), to disconnect the red air line and the blue 
line.  

For the benefit of audience members, who might be unfamiliar with the transport industry, James 
explained that the red air line applies pressure to the trailer braking system therefore, when the air 
line is disconnected, the trailer has no brakes unless the manual trailer brake is applied.  

Unfortunately, the driver did not check that the manual trailer brake was on; the trailer rolled back 
and crushed and killed a worker.  

HSE prosecuted the transport company and the site owner; the latter most unfairly as they had no 
technical input whatsoever into the chain of events. HSE proceeded with the prosecution even 
though they were alerted, by the defence team, that the manufacturer had affixed a trailer plate 
stating: “…Automatic Parking Brake fitted to this trailer; valves are for testing purposes only…” 
It was therefore reasonable for the driver to assume that there was an automatic parking brake to 
reduce the risk of a trailer roll. It was also discovered that, when the trailer brake button was 
disconnected there was a nine second delay before an audible warning was sounded - a nine 
second delay that was long enough for the trailer to roll and crush a driver, or, a bystander. 

HSE argued that their guidance clearly indicated that parking brakes must be on before any air 
lines on tractor units are disconnected 
(http://www.hse.gov.uk/workplacetransport/information/coupling.htm ) and that the manufacturer’s 
manual included similar advice. An expert witness from the manufacturer (for the prosecution), 
agreed with HSE’s assessment, but, when faced with the defence evidence of the trailer plate he 
had to agree, that, although this was the case with their current trailer models, the trailer plate on 
earlier models contradicted this guidance. The defence argued that it was reasonable for the driver 
to take notice of information on the trailer plate rather than consult a manufacturer’s handbook. 

In this instance the transport company won their case.  

James then went on to discuss Interviews under Caution. He explained that, under Section 20 of 
Health & Safety at Work Act 1974, HSE Inspectors have various powers when investigating 
accidents including the interviewing of witnesses. There are two types of interview: 

• A general interview to ascertain facts and the chain of events and  
• Interviews under caution.  

James said that employers and employees should be wary of Interviews under caution. 
Information taken from you in such interviews may be used against you and/or your organisation in 
court.  
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He recommended that when asked to consent to an Interview under caution it is important to: 
• Exercise your right to know what topics will be covered in the interview. 
• Consider whether or not you are the right person to give such an interview (even if you are 

the Health and Safety Manager): 
� Do you have the necessary authority from the company board?  
� Do you fully understand the potential breaches of the law?  
� Are you technically competent to understand the practices and operations 

surrounding the incident? 
• Exercise your right to have legal representation even if this means postponing the interview. 

He explained that, due to the pressure surrounding HSE workplace incident investigations 
employees often did not understand that they have a right to legal representation during the 
interview; their huge sense of the need to co-operate with HSE incident investigator(s) may cloud 
their judgment. He urged members to remember the maxim “…Silence is golden…” It is important 
to have time to think, and, time to get senior management approval and legal representation, if 
appropriate, before agreeing to an HSE interview under caution. 

James then reminded members that the absence of a caution before an interview does not 
necessarily mean that information provided cannot be used in court, but, it cannot be used as 
evidence to prosecute the person who was interviewed. 

He also suggested that members should beware HSE requests for information by letter. For 
example a completed pro-forma type response could be construed as under caution, if there is an 
appropriate caveat in the small print of the pro-forma. Again he stressed the importance of 
ensuring that whoever responds to written requests for incident information, by HSE, is competent 
to deal with the issues raised. 

James implied that it was almost inevitable that transport firms would be involved in minor H & S 
incidents but that transport firms with good management systems in place would fare better in 
HSE incident investigations. Getting it Right included: 

• Good vehicle management: right vehicle for the job, traceable maintenance programme 
etc.... 

• Good driver management: realistic reporting and management system, including review 
and training. 

• Robust management systems: achieved by regular review and audit. 

If firms follow this policy their organisations are more likely to: 
• Be trusted by the Courts. 
• Be identified as suitable for consideration as an ‘early settler’. 
• Have Managers and Directors who are able to sleep at night! 
• Negotiate cheaper insurance premiums. 

James then handed over to Andrew to discuss the status of HSE and other ‘expert’ health and 
safety guidance and approved codes of practice.  

Andrew explained that the burden of proof is always with the employer to prove that codes of 
practice have been adhered to, or, that the management systems in place are ‘fit for purpose’. 
Notwithstanding this there is always the element of strict liability to offences: “…a liability which is 
independent of wrongful intent or negligence…”   

Examples of strict liability include: 
• The employer’s vicarious liability for the torts (wrongful acts not involving a breach of 

contract) of employees, committed during the course of their employment. 
• The employers’ liability for injuries caused by defective equipment issued for use at work. 
• Occupier’s liability under the Ryland v Fletcher rule. 

Andrew said that it is likely that future HSE investigations of incidents will be notifiable incident 
driven, except for hazardous industries such as nuclear power, gas etc…, where management 
visits will still be made. The vehicle operating agency (VOSA) will still undertake site visits but 
there will be a reason such as follow up to information gleaned in a road side check, or, a report 
from a member of the public etc… 
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Sentencing and fines are based upon the severity of the outcome of the accident/incident not 
necessarily of any wrong doing. For serious accidents fines imposed can be anything from 3% to 
5% of turnover. In respect of fatal accidents fines can be anything from 7% to 10% of turnover. 
Lack of attention (a routine violation?) can result in a custodial sentence. 

Andrew used a case study of a large transport company, with well established H & S procedures in 
place, to illustrate the pitfalls of assuming that a company’s safety procedures are robust.  

A senior vehicle fitter was required to carry out some repairs to a trailer roof. Mobile access 
equipment was available but he decided that it was easier to use a ladder. The ladder slipped and 
the fitter broke his back. There were clear procedures in place stating that mobile access 
equipment provided should be used under these circumstances. Who was at fault? Should an 
independent person have had the key to the stores and the ladder have been kept in the store? 
Under those circumstances the independent person could have refused to issue the ladder, but, 
would they have refused a request from a senior vehicle fitter? Often it is an employee’s instant 
decision to save time (by using a short-cut that they usually ‘get away with’), that ends up causing 
a serious accident. 

Andrew then used another case study to illustrate the complexity of apportioning liability in major 
incidents. In this instance, a large cased machine (60 tonnes) was being loaded onto a low loader 
at a CORUS site. After the crane driver had completed the lift onto the low loader the truck driver 
said he would slowly move the vehicle to a convenient position to strap and secure the load (a 
movement of some 20 metres). In carrying out this movement the load slipped from the trailer and 
crushed a worker.  

This was unexpected because the move was a short distance, on an apparently flat surface, and, 
it was assumed that the weight of the 60 ton machine would stop it from gaining enough 
momentum to move. Unfortunately no-one had realised that the bottom of the machine was 
covered in maintenance oil; this acted as a lubricant and allowed the machine to slide off the low 
loader. Who was responsible for this accident? The driver: for moving an unsecured load? 
Management: for not having undertaken an adequate Risk Assessment? Corus: the owners of the 
site? The firm employing the driver: inadequate training and supervision? HSE and the police were 
involved in the investigation. 

A final example was given of an employee of a client who had just finished shift in a brightly lit 
warehouse. He drove his car outside into the darkness, without headlights. The slow adjustment of 
his vision to the dark resulted in him driving into a crane that was operating in the yard area, 
outside the warehouse, that was normally obstruction free. Again, who was responsible: the driver, 
the site owner, the crane hire company, or the crane driver? The ensuing investigation resulted in 
the following being prosecuted: 

• Crane hire company 
• Crane driver 
• Site owner 

James then returned to the presentation to discuss duty of care, and, forseeability of adverse 
incidents. He illustrated this with the Donahue v Stevenson (1932) case law. Before negligence is 
proved, it must first be established that a duty of care is owed, by the defendant, to the claimant. 

Ms Donahue became ill when she drank a bottle of ginger beer which contained a decomposed 
snail. The bottle was opaque and she had no reason to believe that it contained anything other 
than ginger beer. She sued the manufacturer rather than the retailer who actually made the sale.  

As it was Ms Donahue’s friend who purchased the ginger beer the manufacturer claimed there 
was no contract between them and Ms Donahue. Damages were awarded to the claimant. The 
House of Lords held that a duty of care was owed and determined the extent of the duty as “the 
Neighbour Principle” 

The Neighbour principle: “You must take reasonable care to avoid acts or omissions which you 
can reasonably foresee would be likely to injure your neighbour. Who then in law is your 
neighbour? The answer seems to be-persons who are so closely and directly affected by my act 
that I ought reasonably to have them in contemplation as being so affected when I am directing my 
mind to acts or omissions which are called into question”  Source Lord Atkin. 
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In conclusion James made a brief reference to self insurance. This is a concept more suitable for 
medium to large scale businesses. He gave an example of the large fleet such as Royal Mail or 
DHL the cost of insuring the fleet risk commercially would cost £ millions. 

He suggested that self insurance focusses management attention on risk management: 
• Identify and manage business risks. 
• Understand what is important: what drives performance. 
• Drive performance: make the most of opportunities as they arise. 
• Communicate clearly and regularly: getting an up-to-date picture of what’s going on. 
• Drive results: prioritise actions. 

Throughout the presentation Andrew and James fielded a number of questions that led to a lively 
and informed discussion of the issues raised. 

Geoff Price thanked Andrew and James for a very useful and thought provoking presentation. It 
gave members an insight into the problems that employers face when trying to comply with the law 
and fulfilling their duty of care to employees and others. Geoff presented both James and Andrew 
with a small gift as a token of the members’ appreciation. 

Geoff then introduced Carol Stearne, South Cumbria IOSH District’s Education and Development 
Adviser who gave a short presentation on IOSH CPD and IPD requirements. She reminded 
members that: 

• It was easier to update their CPD/IPD records regularly rather than leaving it to the end of 
their three year cycle.   

• They needed to achieve 27 points across three main areas, plus their development plan: 3 
points; total 30 points, during their three year cycle: 

� Maintaining core professional knowledge and skills (CPD category B) 
� New professional skills (CPD category C) 
� Transferrable management skills (CPD category D) 

Qualifying activities include extra mural activities, such as charity work, as well as more usual 
activities such as attending IOSH meetings, writing safety guidance notes, and reading 
publications such SHP etc... Tasks that are new professional skills, for one member, may be 
maintaining core professional knowledge and skills, for another member; dependent on previous 
experience. 

Carol said that she was happy to advise members about CPD/IPD before or after South Cumbria 
District’s monthly meetings or by e-mail. 

Geoff then closed the formal part of the meeting and encouraged members to network over tea 
and stickies, 

NOTICES & NEWS HIGHLIGHTS FOR MEMBERS 

Future events (at The Netherwood Hotel, Grange-over-Sands LA11 7DB unless stated otherwise): 

Oct 20 Day seminar: Making Health & Safety Management systems work (including HSG65, 
OHSAS 18001 & PAS99). 

  Speakers:  HSE, BSI, RoSPA and industry 
  Chairman:  Mark Dawson, HSE Carlisle 
  Seminar fee:  £70 (includes lunch, refreshments and handouts) 
  Booking: By 14 October 2011; no bookings accepted without payment.  

Nov 17* Managing vulnerable employees such as agency workers, young people and the disabled. 

  Jeremy Bevan, Policy Adviser, Vulnerable Workers, HSE Birmingham 

Dec  8 Working in confined spaces; a BAE perspective of the joint HSE LOPP initiative 

  Simon Willis, SHE Adviser, BAE Systems Submarine Solutions, Barrow-in-Furness 

*  Followed by Committee meeting 

Speaker contact details: 

enquiries@backhouses.co.uk 

http://www.backhousejones.co.uk/  
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Other related information: 

HSE:  Employer’s responsibilities:  http://www.hse.gov.uk/workers/employers.htm   

 Employees’ responsibilities: http://www.hse.gov.uk/workers/responsibilities.htm   

 H & S management guidance for small and medium businesses :
 http://www.hse.gov.uk/simple-health-safety/index.htm  

 H & S law; what you need to know: http://www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/regindex.htm     

Current HSE consultations 

www.hse.gov.uk/consult/live.htm  

CD235:  HSE proposal for extending cost recovery; 22 July to 14 October 2011 

Public consultation on the ONR's interpretation of 'bulk quantities' of radioactive matter 

This consultation outlines ONR's proposed approach to the definition of 'bulk quantities' of 

radioactive matter. The nuclear site licensing regime currently applies to a set of defined activities, 

which include the storage of bulk quantities of radioactive matter.  

Consultation began on 19 September 2011 and will end on 12 December 2011. 

CD237 – Proposals on Revised Control of Asbestos Regulations. 

This consultation sets out HSE's proposals to introduce revised Control of Asbestos Regulations to 

implement the changes required to comply with the European Commission's reasoned opinion on 

the UK Government's transposition of Directive 83/477/EEC as amended by 2003/18/EC on the 

protection of workers from the risks of exposure to asbestos at work.   

Consultation began on 05 September 2011 and will end on 04 November 2011.   

SCOHSG Membership (for companies and organisations); membership renewal for 
2011/12 due from April 2011:  

SCOHSG membership entitles companies and organisations to send representatives to the joint 
meetings with South Cumbria IOSH District for H & S training and to meet H & S professionals for 
informal discussion. If your company would like to join SCOHSG please send your membership 
subscription to Magda Trafas, Membership Secretary. Membership is open to organisations (not 
individuals); further information www.communigate.co.uk/lakes/SCOHSG 

Joint South Cumbria Programme Cards for 2011 

Are available for collection at our monthly meetings; or, if you would like to receive an electronic 
version please ask Val Kennedy to e-mail one to you. 

SCOHSG Membership certificates: 

If your organisation has renewed its membership and you have not collected your certificate please 
collect it from Val Kennedy at the next Netherwood meeting or e-mail her if you would like your 
organisation’s certificate to be posted to you. 


